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It’s hard to believe that this is issue No.74 of our newsletter. So much has happened since that first 

short offering typed out on a then state of the art Amstrad PCW8512 back in 1993! For those of you 

who don’t remember, it looked like this. 

 
Four pages long, contents 

included a report on the 

activities of the squadron 

which was then based at RAF 

Valley as a component of No 4 

FTS flying the Hawk. 

Membership of the 

Association was growing with 

140 members registered. 

There was a 'Farewell' to 

record, that of Wing 

Commander Roger Boulding 

who had served with the 

squadron in 1940 and 1941. 

And an appeal to members to 

contribute to future editions 

with news and stories of their 

own. The officers of the 

Association were AVM Boz 

Robinson as President elect 

and Sir John Lapsley as Vice 

President elect (posts to be 

confirmed at the forthcoming 

AGM), Group Captain Graham 

Clarke as Chairman, Flt Lt 

John Campbell as Treasurer 

and yours truly as Secretary. 

Photographs weren’t included 

until several issues in the 

future and then they were 

photostats of photographs 

due to the limitations of 

producing copies of the 

newsletter for everyone on a 

photocopier! 

http://www.74sqdn.tk/
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RAF Flight of the Navigator 

 

You may recall that ex-Tiger Phantom navigator Group Captain Mark 

‘Manners’ Manwaring was planning to complete an RAF Centenary Flight of 

the Navigator in 2019 to mark the 100th Anniversary of the formation of 

the RAF Benevolent Fund.  Work began on building a modified Van’s RV-7 in January 2014 (in a garden shed), 

with, over the course of the projected five-year build, the aircraft being adapted to carry approximately 470 

litres of fuel (usually just 159 litres), advanced navigation and communication equipment and survival kit for this 

most challenging of flights.  (The largest of the additional fuel tanks replaces the right hand seat and footwell 

and will be removed after the event, restoring the aircraft’s two-seater capability.) 

 

As time progressed, intensive work by Mark and his team continued on the RV-7 (by now registered G-FOTN) at 

RAF Halton, but despite every effort in the run up to the initial projected departure date of August 2019, the 

vital weather window slipped away. This window provides clearance from the monsoons in the Far East and snow 

in Canada and ensures the longest Northern Hemisphere daylight hours. In the end Mark disappointingly had no 

option but to announce a 12-month slippage and the flight will now take place in August 2020. 

 

You can follow continuing progress on Mark’s RAF Flight of the Navigator Facebook page from where these 

photographs were taken (thanks Mark).   
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Tiger360  

 
In support of the Tiger360 project, the restoration of Phantom F-4J (UK) ZE360/O, an E-commerce on-line 

merchandise store has been created. The high quality items available for you to purchase include sweatshirts, 

tee-shirts, mugs with varying designs (not just Phantoms but Lightnings too!), mobile phone cases and stickers. 

All profits will go to the Tiger360 fund. Visit www.teespring.com/stores/74f-tiger360-webstore to choose 

what you want!  

 

 

In Tiger News 72 Ian ‘Hagar’ Hargreaves wrote about the final flight of ZE360 when he and Ray Jones flew 

the aircraft into Manston. Hagar has now found some photos he took on the day to record that final flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hagar and Ray Jones prior to leaving Wattisham on the final flight. 

 

 

Mach 1.96                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

        Definitely an over-G! 

http://www.teespring.com/stores/74f-tiger360-webstore
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Two Flying Officers’ names on the cockpit sill – ‘Swampy’ Hindmarsh and ‘Hagar’ Hargreaves. 

 

As Hagar says: ‘Just Beautiful!’ 
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The White Hart, Brasted, Kent. 

 

The White Hart (above right) has one real claim to history in that it was a regular port of call for fighter pilots 

from RAF Biggin Hill during the Battle of Britain, many of whom signed a Battle of Britain board (above left) in 

the pub.. The Preston’s had been landlords since 1932 and they didn’t retire until 1971 when a hundred former 

pilots attended a farewell party for them.  

 

The pub was used for many reunions after the war, including in 1959 when Sailor Malan returned to the UK to 

visit former colleagues and squadrons (including 74 of course). At the White Hart he teamed up again with 74’s 

Eddie ‘Tubby’ Mayne. These photos come from a book written in 1993 by Katherine Preston entitled ‘The Inn of 

the Few’ in which she recalls many of the famous names from the RAF who frequented the pub.  With thanks to 

Brian Gates. 

 

 
 

 

 

Sailor Malan visiting 74 at Coltishall, seen here with Sqn 

Ldr Peter Carr, the then CO, who had presented him with 

a silver model of a Hunter which the squadron was then 

flying. This was the last personal contact the Tigers had 

with their wartime CO as he died four years later in South 

Africa. 
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Farewells  
 

I am very happy to report that since the previous edition of Tiger News I have not been told of any Tigers who 

have passed away. However, we aren't always told of Tigers who are not, or who have not been, Association 

members. Amongst that number are Bernie Brennan, ‘Trog’ Bennet and Ian Sheppard. With thanks to Boz 

Robinson for their names. 

 

Photographic Tiger. A Brief History Of My Time. 

 
Member John Williams tells, with words 

and his own photographs taken at the time, 

of his five years as a Tiger at RAF Horsham 

St Faith 1955-1960. 

 

Schoolboy dreams of being the next Biggles 

were shattered when the RAF refused to 

teach me to fly, despite my offer to sign 

away eight years of my life. Rather than 

accepting what was then the norm of two 

years national service, I took what I was 

assured was the next best thing,  a five 

year photographic engagement.This I was 

told would satisfy all my interests, a 

thorough training in all aspects of photography, rugby and the chance to fly. I doubt whether the officer who 

talked me into this future had any idea that it proved to be one of the best decisions of my life. So, just 

eighteen  and fully qualified in all aspects of RAF photography I found myself at RAF Horsham St Faith, very 

excitedly seeking out 74 Tiger Squadron,  my new home . 

 

* 

 

It was not a noise I had heard before: this was different!  A slow 

whooshing whine followed by a screaming crescendo loud enough to 

shatter your eardrums, all from a tiny object in the sky  hurtling  

straight towards me  at tremendous speed and heading for a gap 

between the two hangars that were  to be my future for the next 

five years.  This was my introduction to a Meteor 8, now much too 

close to the ground, its nose up, vapour coming from its wingtips, but 

still sinking.  At the very last moment - I’m sure below the level of 

the hangars - in a flash it gained height and disappeared, skimming 

over the top of the sergeants and officers messes  before appearing 

again, climbing vertically up into the sky and out of sight!  Was there 

an element of luck in what I witnessed? Frightened, shocked and 

wide-eyed I couldn’t possibly say, but after sixty years these images are still vivid in my memory. I recall them 

in slow motion as you often do when seeing an accident about to happen.  If I’m right, this spectacular display 

over Horsham was the end of a bomb burst that was being practiced by 74 ’s  aerobatic team (left), the culprit 

a certain  Brian Walpole who went on to  Concord fame. I wouldn’t bet my life on it but I think it was one of his 

last flights with the squadron. 

 

Life with my new found home fitted easily in place. I seemed to get on with everybody, including the two 

WRAFs (Una Taylor was one) and work was not demanding. Although trained in all types of photography, 

photographic camera skills on a fighter squadron had been long taken over by the automatic gun camera. My role 

was to see these cameras were serviced and checked to make sure they worked properly and safely in the 
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aircraft. But I needed more so I made sure I’d take an interest and play my part in supporting the operational 

side of the squadron.  This could be strapping in pilots, seeing them off or in, or towing aircraft to the ORP - 

anywhere I could be most useful. And I found there was a bonus.  I could get on with my studies, often helped 

by aircrew, and manage to get airborne occasionally as well as play rugby and when fortune was with me, she 

usually arrived on a Thursday visit to The Firs, one of the 365 Norwich hostelries just down the road but now 

alas a Tesco fast food outlet: such is progress! 

 

Once established in the photo section I found myself sharing with the pilots the projection/coffee room.  This 

extra crew room was often a bone of contention as I couldn’t train residents to keep the sugar used to top up 

their numerous cups of NATO coffee out of my equipment. It was not welcomed as any photographic kit had to 

be kept scrupulously clean, and certainly didn’t appreciate any contamination by sugar, coffee, tea, boiling water 

or biscuits for that matter.   My gentle persuasion failed completely until 

I moaned to the CO. There wasn’t an immediate miraculous cure and I 

don’t remember any friction - how could there be, them being officers 

and all that. But things did improve and there was some sympathy.  If 

anything it offered me a closer relationship with aircrew which I 

mercilessly exploited. I would try anything to get airborne whether 

encouraging air to air filming, filling a spare seat on air tests or just 

trips.  It naturally followed that when Mick Gin, one of our pilots, 

offered to take us to go gliding at Marham and teach us to fly (left), I 

and several of us jumped at the chance. Taffy Thomas was a name I 

remember particularly as going solo first, beating us all.  An added bonus 

was the posh new Vauxhall Victor car Mick owned which we would all pile 

into. The outing kept us quiet for many a weekend even if it did mean 

getting up very early and  spending most of the day pulling gliders around 

as we waited for our turn. But it was well worth it. There is nothing like 

the shock of being thrown up 1,000 feet into the air in an open cockpit 

by a winch, then spending a maximum of ten minutes scrubbing around 

looking for lift, usually failing, before being shouted at from behind. 

‘We’re getting low, get down wind and land: and for God’s sake keep clear 

of the Valiant bombers scattered around below’.  All possibly different 

to flying a Hunter, but for me it was the touch of Biggles of my 

schoolboy dreams and I loved it.  

 

I certainly remember the American Captain Chuck Sewell on 74. Although laid back, friendly and gung-ho 

(especially to me), he had a completely different side to him.  He didn’t take to fools kindly. This I was to hear 

but not see when he took a pilot to task for a mistake made when both were flying a sortie.  It happened behind 

closed doors in the office adjoining the projection room and I couldn’t escape. The thin wall of the office 

allowed me to hear every word of a tirade that lasted for a good ten minutes, verbiage and ferocity of delivery 

so intense it made my hair stand on end and wasn’t even directed at me! I have never forgotten it. I’m sure 

neither did the unfortunate pilot. 

  

I took a great interest in the history of 74. This was only a 

decade on from the end of the war when 74 had 

distinguished itself in all its phases and there were a few 

reminders of that time I found still in the photographic 

section. And visits from aces such as Sailor Malan in 1959 

(right) were not infrequent. As a very young child I have 

memories of being bombed out, seeing air battles and being 

evacuated. So to find myself as part of all this was a real 

bonus. But there was more. In the back of a storeroom, left 

untouched and covered in dust, I found a real pot of gold. 

There, in amongst the rubbish, was a whole stack of cans 
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filled with gun camera film shot during Second World War combat missions. The cans were all marked up - date, 

time, pilot etc., - and contained wonderful footage, amazing shots of battle. The down side of it was that the 

film negative was very brittle, and I think it was nitrate. Nitrate film was extremely dangerous, very unstable 

and it has a nasty habit of instantaneous combustion, especially when old, so I’m not at all surprised it had been 

left well alone. I was as careful as I could be and packed the cans safely away for another day. That day never 

came although later, whilst working, I did start to put together a series I called ‘Spy In The Sky’, a look at how 

film was used, but I ran out of time.  The chances are all that material will have been destroyed although I hope 

not: it would be like gold dust now.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The squadron in July 1959 when Sailor Malan (centre in sunglasses) visited. 

 

This life came to an abrupt end one Sunday night in July 1956.  Having just started a holiday with lads from the 

squadron, at 10 pm the music stopped and an announcement came over the dance floor to say I had to report 

back to base immediately. It was a joke of course, but I had to check. It was not! By the following Wednesday I 

was in Malta looking at Valletta’s magnificent harbour, jam packed full of French and British warships and its 

town  awash with a toxic mix of sailors from both countries. I was  en route to Cyprus,  kitted up, jabbed up, 

told to shut up and that I was now on an  ‘Active Service Special  Assignment’. This was the start of the Suez 

operation to take back the canal from Gamal Abdel Nasser who had had the audacity to nationalise it.  

Photographers of all shapes and sizes were needed. I was to join the Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence 

Centre (JARIC) at Episkopi in support of 13 Squadron Canberras at Akrotiri and be prepared for anything. The 

war, a joint operation between French, British and I understand 

Israelis, did not take long, only a matter of weeks, although it was 

successful as far as the Brits were concerned. In the end the 

Americans said this was not on and by Christmas I was heading back 

to the UK, sitting alongside the navigator of a Shackleton’s crew, 

tasked to get all those involved home and trying to learn  astro 

navigation.  

 

My experience of Cyprus (right) was not altogether unhappy despite 

Eoka terrorists and the business of war with Egypt doing its worse. 

As the whole thing finished so quickly there was nothing for me to do 

so I volunteered to drive the Forces Chaplain around on his visits. He 

had a new Standard Vanguard with a bench seat and the latest 

steering wheel gear change. He appeared to have freedom to go 
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anywhere, an exercise which enabled me to appreciate the better side of Cyprus, although it was not something 

I wanted to repeat. I arrived back on the squadron in the January to learn that I had been made an NCO in 

charge of the photo section, but also to the tragic news two aircraft had collided that very day and we had lost 

both pilots. The place was in shock.  

                                                                                                                           

But little over a year later I was back in Cyprus complete 

with the rest of the squadron, now tasked to escort our 

troops leaving Iraq (left and below). Its king had been 

assassinated and we were being kicked out.  Stationed at 

Nicosia the facilities were extremely limited, no better 

than my previous visit. Having got to my tent I lay down and 

looked up to see the previous occupant had summed up the 

situation perfectly. Artistically drawn on the tent above my 

head was a Snoop complete with elephant trunk hanging 

over a wall with the caption underneath ‘What the **** am 

I doing here’. It was hot, smelly, the accommodation lacking 

in three star quality as was the 

food.  The loos were even more 

primitive than Episkopi had been, 

just a section of open stalls minus 

any privacy and everyone could see 

what paper you would be reading at 

such sensitive times. There was 

very little for me to do as even the 

cameras on the aircraft were not 

being used. I couldn’t go out and 

what was worse, as the squadron 

was on active service I couldn’t 

scrounge any trips.  Some pilots   

did spot my frustration but didn’t 

offer any sympathy but  would find 

ways to satisfy their  own  

frustrations,  such as exploiting  the opportunities the landscape offered by occasionally returning with 

telephone wire sticking  out of nose cones. Engineering officer Frazer was not amused, neither was the CO. We 

were hurriedly returned home when a terrorist planted a bomb in a RAF Comet that fortunately went off as it 

taxied out rather than in the air. 

 

The close knit community that was the squadron was essential to 

its efficiency: lives depended upon it. So squadron parties (left) 

were always a great social occasion and a ‘must go to’ to event. 

Wives and girlfriends were invited so it was a time to mix, dance 

and talk and despite the vast quantities of booze put away I 

don’t ever recall trouble. I felt we were a family so the loss by 

accident of any member of the squadron, whether air or ground 

crew, always hurt. Obviously tragic, it left a void. I was to be 

witness to two other pilots killed during my time and one 

miraculous escape. All pilots I knew well.  Nick Tester who 

played alongside me in the station rugby team failed to pull out 

of a dive and went into the sea off the Norfolk coast: and Pete Budd collided with another of our aircraft 

during a night exercise and crashed into the Norfolk marshes. I read during my research that his ejection seat 

pin had not been removed, although I’m not sure where that came from as I was sent on crash duty  and don’t 

remember any of that.  A few days later I was to witness two Javelins collide overhead at night and disappear 

in a ball of flame. I think one member was killed.                                                        To be continued. 
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Lieutenant Harold Goodman Shoemaker 
 

Born on 1st September 1892 at Bridgeton, Cumberland County, New 

Jersey, USA 

Died on 5th October 1918 at Harcourt, France 

Buried at the Somme American Cemetery and Memorial at Bony, 

France. 

 

Kenneth Arnold is a self-styled armchair historian who ‘likes to trace 

mysteries when I travel. I study the history of an area when I travel 

and try to follow in someone’s footsteps.   Lt Harold Shoemaker's 

story was of interest as he was born and raised just a few miles from 

where I live today. I learn little snippets of information here and 

there by reaching out to people such as your Association. I learned 

that the airfield at London Colney where 74 Squadron moved to ten 

days after its formation at Northolt in 1917 was taken over by a 

mental asylum briefly called ‘The Hangars’ due to the fact two of them 

were converted to housing.’  

 

Ken continues: ‘Harold served with 74 Squadron from July to the end of August 1918 when many Americans 

were reassigned from their hosting RFC squadrons to the American 17th Squadron that had been badly mauled 

that August.  He is mentioned by Ira Jones in his book and is credited with five victories that include ‘shared’ 

and ‘out of controls’ as was the description used at the time.    I have traced him to Clairmarais, the base  north 

and west of St. Omer.  Here he flew with Captain Jones and Lieutenants. Gordon and Hicks for his shared 

victories.   

  

Victories 

 

 Date  Time Unit Aircraft  Opponent Location 

1 30 July 1918 1210 74 S.E.5a (E1389)  Rumpler C  Cassell-Ypres 

2 16 Aug 1918 1250 74 S.E.5a (E4685)  Rumpler C  E of Kemmel Hill 

3 19 Aug 1918 2010 74 S.E.5a   DFW C   Ploegsteert 

4 23 Aug 1918 1925 74 S.E.5a   Fokker D.VII Passchendaele 

5 25 Aug 1918 1845 74 S.E.5a   Fokker D.VII  Warneton 

 

 The Shoemaker family cenotaph in Bridgeton, 

                                                                                                                          

74 Squadron C Flight 1918.   

Back Row L to R. Lt. Mathieson, Captain Glynn, Lt. 

Shoemaker. Front Row L to R. Lt. Gordon, Lt. 

Adamson, Lt. Goudie. 
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July 2020 

 

If you didn’t get any 2020 calendars for Christmas, then head for the Bruntingthorpe Lightning 

Preservation Group’s website and order theirs, where you’ll find this splendid photograph by our own Jim 

Jolly lighting up July. It features Lightning XR770/C landing at RAAF Darwin during Exercise Townhouse 

in June 1969. Aircraft in the background are XR772/E and XS8937/K. XR770 will taxy back up the 

runway and around behind other aircraft into the space between Echo and Kilo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim sent me this great shot of the Darwin detachment for Townhouse. He has most of the names but as 

you can see there are a few still missing. Can anybody help fill the gaps? 
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Dancing the Skies 
 

The Association’s former Chairman Dave Roome has written his autobiography.   

 

 

 

Dancing the Skies charts his flying career. A snapshot 

of part of that career reveals that he joined the Royal 

Air Force aged 18 and amongst many other milestones 

flew the Lightning with 74 in Singapore until the 

withdrawal of UK forces in 1971. After instructing on 

the Folland Gnat for three years, further tours followed 

on the Phantom and with the CFS. After a Taceval 

ground tour he took command of a Phantom squadron.  

 

In 1990 Dave was responsible for the planning of the 

168 aircraft flypast over London on 15th September as 

part of the commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of 

The Battle of Britain for which he was awarded an OBE.  

 

Leaving the RAF in 2001 he managed Delta Jets at 

Kemble before moving to Cornwall in 2003 to fly the 

BAe Hawk operating in support of RN ships training in 

the Channel.   

 

Dave retired on his 65th birthday after 46 years and 

almost 8,000 hours of flying.  

  

This highly recommended book is available on Amazon.  

 

 

* 

RAF Scampton 
 

As you no doubt know, the Ministry of Defence have announced that they intend to close RAF Scampton in 

2022. Whether this happens or not, a project to commission a stained glass window in Scampton Church has 

been initiated to mark the 100 years' relationship between RAF Scampton and the church (1918 – 2018) and 

thereby also create a lasting memory to all who served in squadrons at the base, both in peacetime, during the 

two World Wars and the Cold War. The window design includes a representation of an Avro Lancaster, Avro 

Vulcan and Red Arrows Hawks in a diamond nine formation, all depicted flying over the runway at Scampton.  

 

Filming for the first crowd funding video was carried out by Lincoln University and heads the campaign - see 

www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/rafwindow. Aviation sponsors have donated to a ’thank you’ scheme which 

rewards contributions towards the RAF window with original prizes. See www.scamptonchurch.org/raf-stained-

glass-window. A second video focuses more on the historical links between RAF Scampton and Scampton Church 

and a final Remembrance Day video has now been released. See also 

www.facebook.com/RafCommemorativeWindow 
 

“Your support in circulating this meaningful commemorative tribute to your members, some of who may have 

served at RAF Scampton, would greatly increase the project's chance of success.” 

 

Joe Bartrop BA. MEd ChMIPD (Project Co-ordinator) 

http://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/rafwindow
http://www.scamptonchurch.org/raf-stained-glass-window
http://www.scamptonchurch.org/raf-stained-glass-window
http://www.facebook.com/RafCommemorativeWindow

